Abstract. Expanding usage of small animal models in biomedical research necessitates development of technologies for structural, functional, or molecular imaging that can be readily integrated in the biological laboratory. Herein, we consider dual multispectral optoacoustic (OA) and ultrasound tomography based on curved ultrasound detector arrays and describe the performance achieved for hybrid morphological and physiological brain imaging of mice in vivo. We showcase coregistered hemodynamic parameters resolved by OA tomography under baseline conditions and during alterations of blood oxygen saturation. As an internal reference, we provide imaging of abdominal organs. We illustrate the performance advantages of hybrid curved detector ultrasound and OA tomography and discuss immediate and long-term implications of our findings in the context of animal and human studies.
Introduction
Biomedical imaging has a profound impact on interrogation of the structure and functional dynamics of living organisms, with major implications for diagnostics and healthcare. 1, 2 Combined with advances in molecular biology and genetics that spurred the development of small animal models, in vivo imaging is increasingly considered for a range of basic and translational research applications. Amid imaging modalities implemented for clinical and basic investigations, ultrasonography (US), magnetic resonance imaging, single-photon emission, positron emission, or x-ray computed tomography (PET and XCT), have been most widely considered for small animal studies. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] In addition, optical methods, such as optical coherence tomography or multiphoton microscopy, have been used in vivo at cellular and subcellular resolution, 9 ,10 but at imaging depths limited to a few millimeters. 11 Recently, small animal optoacoustic (OA) imaging and, in particular, multispectral optoacoustic tomography (MSOT), has been employed to bridge the gap between the optical microscopy and radiological methods. [11] [12] [13] [14] The technique is based on the thermoelastic expansion of the tissue after absorption of transient light energy, with latter giving rise to ultrasonic waves. 15 Image formation is based on detecting generated waves and application of mathematical inversion to determine the optical contrast (absorption) acting as the source of sound. Typically, laser pulses in the 10-to 100-ns range are implemented to induce an ultrasonic response, although continuous-wave intensity-modulated lasers have also been shown to produce acoustic signals. 12, 16, 17 The major advantage of MSOT over conventional optical imaging methods is that the image quality is less prone to distortion by photon scattering within the specimen. Therefore high-resolution images of the deep structures can be produced with ultrasound diffraction-limited resolution. 11, 18 By illuminating at multiple wavelengths and using spectral unmixing techniques, MSOT can resolve the contributions of different endo-and exogenous photoabsorbing molecules, nanoparticles, or other labels, based on their absorption. [19] [20] [21] This spectral capacity of MSOT affords its molecular specificity, capable of distinguishing various endogenous contrasts, including oxy-and deoxy-hemoglobin, melanin, and others, or changes in their functional states. For this reason, MSOT is customarily considered in studies of physiological and pathophysiological processes as well as for molecular imaging. [22] [23] [24] A large number of extrinsically administered contrast-enhancing agents is also widely utilized for expanding its applications toward addressing a range of biological questions and unmet clinical need 16, 18 at depths and resolutions not feasible with conventional imaging approaches. [25] [26] [27] [28] It has been nevertheless recognized that the combination of OA imaging with other imaging modalities can enhance the MSOT capabilities and applications. This principle was applied in hybrid microscopic studies, where the merger of two-photon and OA microscopy in a single system affords high-resolution imaging of fluorescence, second-harmonic, and optical absorption contrasts within the same specimen, enriching the features resolved. 29 The combination of OA macroscopy with ultrasound imaging has also been considered, taking advantage of a shared signal detector. A commonly used approach implements linear US arrays with integrated fiberbased light delivery systems, where OA and ultrasound data are acquired in a sequential fashion. 30, 31 Due to its wide availability and use in the clinical US systems, the linear arrays have been previously adopted for hybrid OA and US imaging, through modification of the existing probes. Such a design therefore inherits flexibility of US modality in terms of access to various measurement sites. However, it has been shown that linear ultrasound detectors do not offer optimal OA image quality. 32, 33 Conceivably, the use of concave ultrasound detectors greatly improves the quality and accuracy of images, due to improved angular coverage of the specimen under investigation. 34 This however involves the use of ring-shaped detectors arrays, which limits the flexibility of such hybrid systems and their use to human studies, but with preserved applications for small animal imaging. A hybrid OA-US system with ring detector geometry was proposed by Xia et al., 35 which used laser illumination of the ring array to generate US pulses. With such approach, the speed of sound within the field of view has been estimated to enhance the quality of OA images. It should be noted, however, that in this study, US played a supporting role in OA image reconstruction and did not yield high-resolution structural images. We have recently introduced a hybrid imaging system consolidating a concave detection array-based ultrasound tomography (UST) with MSOT, using the same array detector, capable of concurrently obtaining OA and ultrasound readouts. 36 The system was shown to generate hybrid images of the bladder, using US and near-infrared dye perfused in the bladder in vivo. Nevertheless, the ability of such a system to generate coregistered physiological (hemodynamic) and structural data has not been fully explored.
In this study, we implemented hybrid MSOT-UST imaging for correlative morphological and functional measurements of the mouse brain. We evaluate anatomical UST data with physiological information of MSOT and compare the performance of MSOT with 256 and 512 detector elements. As a reference, we investigate the performance of the hybrid system for imaging of abdominal organs. Finally, we project onto future applications and potential challenges related with use of dual MSOT-UST imaging for basic and translational physiology and neuroscience research and discuss avenues for further improvements. Despite a common mechanism of US and OA signal detection, a second DAQ has to be employed due to (1) conventional OA DAQ electronics not supporting the transmission of US pulses and (2) differences in amplification and input impedance needed to acquire readouts from the two modalities. The data are stored and processed on a personal computer (PC). In the multispectral tomography mode [MSOT, Fig. 1(a) ], short laser pulses pass through a diffuser, to ensure even illumination of the specimen. The ultrasound waves produced due to the thermoelastic expansion of the specimen are detected and processed to form images with proprietary software (iThera Medical GmbH, Fig. 1 Hybrid MSOT-UST imaging system: a schematic. (a) MSOT: a laser pulse triggers the DAQ system and illuminates the mouse (M) generating the ultrasonic waves due to light absorption, which are sampled by transducers on a detector ring and reconstructed into an image by PC. (b) UST: the mouse is interrogated by US waves that are generated by the transducers on the DA; the US waves reflected from within the sample due to the acoustic impedance mismatch of the different tissues are subsequently detected and processed into an image. MUX is been used for switching between various acquisitions modes.
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A holder consisting of a semiflexible light-and soundpermeable polyethylene membrane is used to horizontally mount the animal into the center of the concave DA. For optimal sound coupling, the detector and the animal holder are immersed in water. The plastic membrane separates the animal from being in contact with the water, while offering ∼360 deg of water coupling and ∼90 deg of open access to the animal from the top. In both MSOT and US acquisition modes, one two-dimensional (2-D) cross-sectional plane (∼1-mm thick) is scanned at a time. Plane sectioning is performed by horizontal translation of the animal holder with respect to the detection ring with a minimum step of 0.1 mm. Due to the unconventional geometry of the detector used, specific reconstruction algorithms have to be employed to form a US image. 37 To switch from one acquisition mode into another, a custom made multiplex programmable switchboard was used. 36 For MSOT, 9-ns laser pulses of different wavelengths have been used (λ ¼ 715, 730, 775, 800, 850, and 900 nm), which were produced with an Nd:YAG-pumped optico-parametric modulator (InnoLas Laser GmbH, Krailling, Germany) at 10 Hz and per-pulse energy of 120 mJ, with the intensity kept constant throughout the imaging sessions (laser pulse fluence on the surface of the imaged objects under 20 mJ∕cm 2 for similar illumination 38 ). Affirmatory imaging of used specimen at specified above wavelengths was also performed using a commercial MSOT scanner (MSOT256-TF, iThera Medical GmbH, Munich, Germany), with OA signals collected with a 256-element detector ring. 34 MSOT images have been acquired at 10 Hz and averaged 10 frames per wavelength, to reduce the variability due to the breathing motion and improve the signal-to-noise ratio.
Animals and Experimental Procedures
Young adult mice (Hsd:Athymic Nude-Foxn1nu/nu) were used for these experiments, which were housed in the animal housing facility (21°C AE 2°C, humidity 36% AE 2% at 12/12-h light/dark cycle) at the Institute of Biomedical Imaging, Helmholtz Zentrum München, with food and water provided ad libitum. All procedures involving animal experimentations were conducted according to the institutional guidelines and the government of Upper Bavaria and complied with German Federal and EU law. Efforts were made to reduce the animal usage and suffering.
MSOT and UST of the head and abdominal organs were conducted and related to anatomical references. 39 Experiments were carried out under general anesthesia (1.8% isoflurane in 100% O 2 at 0.81 ml∕ min). Baseline measurements at normal breathing were followed by a gas challenge. In total, four breathing states were cycled with supplied gas composition altered as follows: (1) medical air, (2) a mixture of medical air and 10% CO 2 , (3) 100% oxygen, and (4) medical air. Every breathing condition lasted for ∼2 min resultant in a total of ∼8 min per imaging session.
Data Analysis and Presentation
Raw data have been analyzed off-line in MATLAB ® . Signals were filtered with a bandpass filter (400 kHz to 8 MHz) with multispectral images reconstructed using a model-based algorithm 40 resulting in 2-D images of the measured planes. MSOT images of the head region taken at 900 nm with MSOT512 and MSOT256 were automatically coregistered in MATLAB ® . For resolution comparison, the intensity of selected high-contrast regions of interest (ROIs) have been profiled; data were extracted from corresponding locations of coregistered images using MATLAB ® and plotted in arbitrary units (a.u.). Intensity profile graphs were fitted using Gaussian function with full width at half maximum (FWHM) taken as an indication of the resolving power and compared between two (MSOT256 and MSOT512) systems. For correlation of MSOT and UST readouts, semiautomatic data registration was performed in MATLAB ® by matching three pairs of control points selected manually at the corresponding anatomical landmarks defined on both MSOT and US images. Anatomical MSOT images were corrected for light fluence computed with a finite element solution to diffusion approximation assuming homogeneous absorption of 0.3 cm −1 and reduced scattering of 10 cm −1 . For studies of blood oxygenation dynamics, measurements were made with MSOT while inhaled gas content was altered as specified above. Prior to data unmixing, the MSOT readouts were calibrated to account for the absorption by a 4-cm-thick layer of water. The ROIs of functional recordings, which included blood vessels and parenchymal tissue distal from major blood supply routes, were defined for tracking the oxygenation saturation (sO 2 ) changes overtime. Calibrated multispectral data were subsequently unmixed based on absorption spectra of oxy-and deoxy-hemoglobin using a linear curvefitting algorithm (MATLAB ® ). No optical fluence correction was used prior to unmixing. The values for sO 2 were averaged over respective ROIs, with oxygenation levels computed relative to the baseline (denoted as "relative sO 2 " in tables and figures) defined as the average oxygenation level in the kidney area prior to the breathing challenge. The resulting temporal profiles from the ROIs in the abdominal area were processed with median filter of order 7 to mitigate the noise. To characterize the dynamic response of tissue to gas challenge, data corresponding to the timeframes of 220 to 290 s for brain ROIs and 220 to 355 s for abdominal ROIs were extracted from the selected profiles, with values normalized to the range from 0 to 1 for individual profiles. Sigmoid functions of 1∕ð1 þ e τðx−bÞ Þ were fitted to the extracted data, where x denotes time, b characterizes the center of the curve, and τ governs steepness of ascent (higher values mean faster rise). Obtained values of τ are summarized in Table 1 . Graphs and color maps have been generated in MATLAB ® or in EXCEL; the final figures were prepared using IgorPro (6.1) and Adobe Illustrator (CS6).
Results
To validate the performance of the hybrid system and its utility for correlative UST and MSOT in vivo, we imaged the brain and abdominal organs of living mice under normal conditions and during alterations of sO 2 induced by gas challenge. Figure 2 shows a cryosection of the mouse head ex vivo annotated for major anatomical references of the brain (a), with corresponding UST and MSOT cross sections obtained in vivo (b and c, respectively). The MSOT image is labeled to highlight the regions chosen for the analysis of hemodynamics. As evident, high-contrast structures with distinct contours can be distinguished in both UST and MSOT images, although with notable differences. In MSOT cross sections, the heterogeneous optical absorption at various depths unveils discrete outlines of major vascular elements such as the dorsal sagittal sinus, medial cerebral, maxillary and internal carotid arteries along with the contours of the parietal cortex, hippocampal formation, and optic chiasm. 39 On corresponding UST images, strong contrasts due to ultrasound impedance mismatch highlight the skin to skull interface, with most of the signal provided by thick cranial bones causing strong reflection of the US waves while the brain itself appears obscured. As evident from the overlaid UST and MSOT tomograms [ Fig. 2(d) ], the combination of two modalities results in coregistered image acquired with the shared ultrasonic DA.
Hybrid Imaging of the Brain
Due to its spectral dimension, 18 MSOT can obtain readouts of the brain hemodynamics and sO 2 in conjunction with anatomical data in vivo. To evaluate the kinetics of the hemoglobin gradient changes, we analyzed the rates of the relative sO 2 changes upon O 2 challenge. Figure 3 presents the graphs of the kinetics of sO 2 in brain tissue (a) and sagittal sinus (b). Black circles denote normalized data points pulled from regions marked by arrows 3 (a) and 1 (b) in Fig. 2(c) , while red lines correspond to the fitted sigmoid functions. Faster sO 2 rates within the brain tissue are evident as compared to that of sinus, consistent with measurements of the sO 2 dynamics and comparison between several brain areas and major blood vessels (Table 1) . These findings suggest a tighter coupling of the oxygenation of the neural tissue with the breathing state. It is important to note that changes in sO 2 induced by the gas challenge were reversible, confirming that the effects of experimental interventions were transient and remain within physiological limits, and were not associated with irreversible impairments of the brain hemodynamics. 
Comparison of 256 Versus 512 Multispectral Optoacoustic Tomography
To investigate if an increase in the number of ultrasonic detectors in hybrid MSOT-UST platform affects the image quality and resolution of the system, we compared the intensity profiles of defined ROIs on head cross-sectional images acquired with hybrid MSOT512 with those obtained by standalone MSOT256. and 900-nm (d and f) wavelengths. As optical absorption of brain tissue is wavelength dependent, the 715-and 900-nm images reveal spectral differences corresponding to different molecular constituents. 16 While hemoglobin provides the major contrast at 715 nm, at 900 nm, water and adipose tissue are expected to contribute more to contrast generation.
Comparison of the intensity profiles obtained from three defined anatomical references revealed subtle but interesting differences. Figure 4 Table 2 and advocate improved imaging resolution with MSOT512. Fig. 2(c) , respectively]. Individual data points overtime are fitted with sigmoid functions with values (tau) defining the slope summarized in Table 1 . Table 2 .
Hybrid Imaging of Abdominal Organs
Journal of Biomedical Optics 086005-6 August 2016 • Vol. 21 (8) and right kidneys, spleen, the head of the pancreas, and epigastria vessels, is visible on MSOT images. UST images, on the other hand, offer better contrast and visualization of organs at greater depths, revealing kidneys, liver, pancreas, vertebral column with the spinal cord and other structures. Importantly, blood reach formations, such as medium and small vascular elements, and parts of liver hardly distinguishable on UST images are revealed better by MSOT, while collagen and connective tissue rich structures and bones reveal higher contrast at UST. Thus, UST of the abdominal organs unveils rich anatomical data on deeper structures, while MSOT provides complementary features based on optical contrast. The latter is especially important for functional imaging, as it affords intravital assessment of local sO 2 and hemoglobin concentration. To evaluate the kinetics of the hemoglobin gradient changes in abdominal organs, we analyzed the rates of the relative sO 2 changes upon O 2 challenge. Figure 6 presents the analysis of Table 1 .
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Discussion
Hybrid imaging systems offer a highly promising future to correlative biomedical and clinical studies. At present, dual PET-CT implementations are widely applied for combining the intravital molecular imaging with high-resolution structural information. 44, 45 Likewise, hybrid XCT and fluorescence molecular tomography have proven more instructive compared to stand-alone counterparts. 46, 47 In this study, we applied a MSOT-UST system for structural and functional spectral OA and ultrasound imaging and validated its performance on the head and abdominal organs in adult mice in vivo.
The combination of ultrasound and multispectral OA imaging for interrogation of biological specimens has been considered in the past with the use of linear DAs. 32, 48 However, the latter has proven to be unable to produce volumetric OA readouts, with imaging capabilities limited to 2-D visualization of superficial layers of the specimen. Recently, curved-array MSOT-UST system has been developed and used for imaging the entire mouse in tomographic mode. 36 This system was not, however, considered for imaging functional processes unfolding within the brain or abdominal organs. The capability of the curved DA to visualize the entire animal at ultrasound diffraction-limited resolution combined with high frame rate measurements of functional dynamics are especially attractive for reconstructing physiological processes in near real-time with their correlation with structural data. In this study, we used curved-array MSOT-UST system for dual structural and functional imaging in vivo to characterize the performance of both modalities and highlight advantages and limitations of using such a hybrid system for experimental and preclinical research. As expected, hybrid images exhibited complementary features. Indeed, on the head scans, UST clearly revealed the boundaries between various tissue types, with skull reflecting most of the ultrasound waves and, thus, appearing as a high contrast; the brain in these images was hardly visible. Thus, the structural US images of the brain have limited diagnostic and exploratory value, as expected. Nevertheless, US modality provides numerous benefits in brain imaging applications. Indeed, MSOT reconstruction suffers from acoustic inhomogeneity of skull that can be corrected to some extent by incorporating structural information provided by US into OA image reconstruction process. It could also help delineating brain region in MSOT images. MSOT images, in turn, revealed hemoglobin gradients with strongest signals corresponding to the compartments with high blood content such as large vessels, inner parenchymal organs, and the brain. The latter, however, comes with considerable deterioration of the image quality with increase of the imaging depth. Due to high optical absorption of the hemoglobin, MSOT readouts contain important functional information on hemodynamics, which is of direct relevance to the level of tissue oxygenation and metabolism rate. This capability of MSOT is particularly attractive in light of growing interest in direct measurements of the oxygen consumption and hemoglobin gradients in vivo. With further improvements and corrections for aberrations and signal loss within highly scattering tissues, MSOT could provide powerful means for simultaneous structural and multispectral functional imaging with better correlation of the UST data. The latter should facilitate also accurate representation of molecular data in the context of anatomical readout, including the biodistribution of reporters and contrast agents as well as changes in the hemodynamics and metabolic activity in various tissues and organs. It is worth noting that unlike the brain, US imaging of the abdomen reveals more clearly structural features and contours of inner organs and is capable of visualizing tissue interfaces at greater depths. In turn, MSOT exhibits worse performance in terms of structural imaging due to attenuation of light with depth and provides complimentary optical contrasts based on the hemoglobin concentrations and blood oxygenation with the ability to track the sO 2 dynamics. Such correlative arrangement greatly enriches the content of obtained anatomical and functional data and should facilitate better characterization and understanding of a wide range of biological processes and functions. Importantly, MSOT measurements of the hemodynamics relate meaningfully with applied gas challenges, with physiological values matching closely those reported previously. 49 The onset rates of sO 2 changes defined here are also within the expected kinetic ranges. 50 Combined with exogenous labels and reporters, 18 further advancements of hybrid MSOT-UST imaging should facilitate the interrogation processes with direct relevance to pharmacokinetics, biodiagnostics, and pathophysiological studies. 28, [51] [52] [53] [54] With regard to MSOT imaging quality, it should be noted that the implemented ultrasound array with 512 transducers moderately improves MSOT resolution as compared to its predecessor with 256 element detectors. Better resolution of the selected profiles shown here agrees with the experimental phantom results 34, 36 as well as theoretical predictions 55 reported previously. At this stage, major technical challenges remain ahead that need to be addressed. One area that requires attention is motion artifacts related with the breathing of experimental mice, which due to small animal size, cause incongruity between corresponding MSOT and UST images. A semiautomatic approach for relating MSOT and UST data can be taken to partially overcome this problem, with registration performed based on carefully selected reference points. The main difficulty with this approach stems from the fact that differences in contrasts and penetration between two modalities make the choice of structural references nontrivial. Further research is currently on the way to address these challenges and optimize the signal propagation with more effective data collection. Notwithstanding, described here hybrid system holds great potential for gaining new insights into numerous questions, which necessitate concurrent acquisition with correlation of structural, functional, and molecular data.
To conclude, as a modality with numerous applications in the biological imaging, MSOT is increasingly used for neuroimaging. 56 The multispectral capability that affords its molecular specificity and ability to differentiate numerous endogenous and exogenous absorbers make it a valuable tool for brain imaging with potential applications ranging from high-resolution structural mesoscopy to imaging of functional processes involving changes of hemoglobin and neural dynamics, vascular dynamics, metabolism (i.e., oxygen consumption rate), and biodistribution of contrasts and drugs. Along with pertinence for basic animal research, MSOT has also growing implications for preclinical studies in animal models and potentially in humans. Indeed, reports from animal model of Parkinson's disease, Alzheimer's disease, epilepsy, and stroke have shown the feasibility and usefulness of OA imaging, yielding new insights into the disease mechanisms. With further optimizations, OA tools are likely to be used in the near future also in human studies.
